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Abstract 
The digital divide all over the world cannot be measured by the level of technical know-how alone. Many people 

get into the hype of new and trending technology, from Smart cars to Smart homes, syncing work, entertainment, 

and seeming security to a network that is one click away. This study is an attempt to expound on the extant features 

of digital knowledge, with respect to the security consciousness of tech users. The conglomeration of various IT 

hardware and software to form a "Smart effect" in homes, medical fields, campuses, and various enterprises is 

digitalization at its peak, as there are no boundaries between man, his machines, and his environment. Despite 

the comfort, entertainment, and cost-effectiveness of these solutions, this research digs in to evaluate its security 

implications through a review of various compromises captured in research. It also reviewed some proposed 

schemes aimed at proffering solutions to the endemic problem, with more focus on those that have been validated 

by research. Popular solutions include having responsible reporting by ethical hackers, Crowdsource and 

SmartCrowds, learning systems that classify, cluster, or set security policies for network monitoring, as well as 

proof of concept generated after carefully carrying out security analysis, which serves as a guide to device 

manufacturers. Finally, the researcher recommends that every smart network plan be accompanied by an 

appropriate security consultation and implementation, Companies offering smart solutions should have cyber 

security certified staff that will run vulnerability checks on their products before putting them on the market and 

also enlighten consumers on security best practices.  
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I. Introduction 
IOT, an acronym for Internet of things, is a way of implementing technological advancements into the 

human environment for the purpose of solving man-and -his-environment problems. Van Kranenburg defines IoT 

as "a dynamic global network infrastructure that is capable of configuring itself on interoperable communication 

protocols where virtual and physical "things" have identities, physical attributes, virtual personalities, and use 

intelligent interfaces to integrate seamlessly into information networks" (cited in [1]. IoT devices and their 

accompanying applications are found in cities, campuses, agriculture, health, hospitality, energy saving, 

environmental pollution control, and many other areas where human effort is required, and data 

transmission/information reception is expected. They are universally available and able to integrate various 

devices. A single piece of software may detect and install any IoT device it senses within a certain radius of its 

presence. Simply put, IoT is a technology that uses sensors either embedded in passive devices such as thermistors 

and resistors or in intelligent sensors with embedded microcontrollers and microprocessors [2]. They have the 

ability to read conditions in their host environment, and perform assigned functions or transform data into useful 

information through electrical signaling [3].  

[4] defined IoT as a system in which objects with sensors, actuators, processors, and transceivers are 

linked and communicate with one another to achieve a common goal. Sensing is a remote but major aspect of IoT 

technology, where wireless technology involves communication over a medium of space. It is an act where a 

device, machine, or module, generally called sensor, receives chemical, biological, or physical signals and 

converts them into electrical signals, which are transmitted to a computer processor [5]. The choice of sensor 

depends on the signal they are required to measure. [6] provides a more detailed explanation in his article "What 

is sensor?" Here, sensor types are identified as: active or passive, analog or digital. While active sensors need 
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external excitation before producing output signals, passive sensors do not need extra voltage, stimulus, or any 

form of excitation. 

Sensor types include, but are not limited to: temperature, pressure, acceleration, proximity, image, 

humidity, level, gas, infrared, motion sensors, load cell sensors, proximity sensors, ultrasonic sensors, pressure 

sensors, light sensors, humidity, moisture, or rain sensors, accelerometers, motion sensors, gas, infrared, and many 

others. [6] These are the detecting agents that yield the smart technologies currently in use. Figure 1 and 2 below 

show sensor types and their implementation in smart Homes. 

 

       

Figure 1: Different types of sensor   Figure2: IoT implementation in Smart Home 

 Source: [6]     Source: [7] 

 

The predatory nature of man makes him seek to be better than his competitors and other humans, hence the 

constant prying into people’s, organizations, or nations’ privacy. Many hardware, software, firmware and network 

systems are either built with manufacturer-installed backdoor, design-level installed backdoor, or hacker installed 

compromise. This is more common in recent years with integral parts of the production outsourced to third parties. 

The advantage of mass and cost-effective production notwithstanding, the result is an increase in espionage 

activities where brand owners are designers or fabricators of the various chips used in their finished products.  

 

This paper is organized as follows: in section 1, the subject matter is introduced with the study background. Section 

2 captures review of contexts in the review domain. Section 3 specifies the study methodologies and road map 

followed to achieve a systematic review such as the search criteria, extraction and synthesis, and related works. 

Section 4 captures the summary, conclusion, recommendation, and contribution to body of knowledge. 

 

II. Literature Review 

 
2.1 Integrated Circuit Design and Fabrication 
[8] carried out a quantitative study on approaches used by semiconductor firms in United States of 

America to make outsourcing decisions. He found that the companies had lost about 33% of their employees as a 

result of high labour cost, then resorted to outsourcing to offshore countries where the cost of qualified labour was 

considered low. According to [9], China, on the other hand, massively invested in training Integrated Circuit 

designers and Fabricators thereby growing the semiconductor industry astronomically (cited in [10]. [11] outlined 

tremendous growth in China’s Integrated Circuit industry which comprises of IC Design and IC fabrication.  

 

The IC design industry in China is established in regions and cities, with each competing to outperform the other. 

Table 1 below, shows the developmental statistics by region and cities. The report also captured international 

competitiveness, moving from having one company at the top echelon of international players in the IC industry, 

to having 11 out of the 50 topmost IC companies in 2016. Table 2 is distribution of IC design companies in China. 

Productions by these companies include from wireless networks, fixed networks, digital media, as well as other 

chip related products. Its digital media products include TV chips, end-to-end solutions, IP cameras, video phones, 
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network monitoring devices, Radio Frequency chips, 2G, 3G, 4G mobile communication basebands, tablets, 

imaging devices, digital televisions, IC design and verification technology, advanced Electronics Design 

Automation (EDA), as well as off-the-shelve design services. Cloud applications, Microcontroller units, LED 

chips, fingerprint sensors, audio, video Soc, digital wearables and practically all known areas of IC design and 

fabrication are covered by China’s top ten companies. Providing low-cost labour also brings other nation’s 

manufacturer to outsource components from China [11]. 

 

2.2 Discovered Compromises in Hardware and Software 
Many popular hardware and software at one time or another have been found compromised. From 

operating systems [12], Microsoft Xbox tm case [13], Samsung Galaxy phone [14], Hardware TROJANS in 

wireless cryptographic ICs [15], Ultra-low-level backdoor for CPU hacking[16], new security threats against chips 

containing scan chain structures [17], iPhone 5C NAND mirroring [18], many similar backdoors have been 

discovered in Android either through upgrades and many compromised apps. Some IoT implementation 

backdoors include those found by [19] in Juniper ScreenOS, Telnet and SSH, WD mycloud, Busybox (ARM 

embedded Linux IP camera, those in Smart TV as reported by [20], on WikiLeaks CIA installed malware in Smart 

TVs. This malware named Weeping Angel could recover WI-FI keys from the TV and use same to hack the Smart 

TV’s network. This malware also records audio when the TV seems off- a condition known as fake-off. Further 

reports from Washington post’s on WikiLeak information page highlights that Mobile Device Branch, which is a 

unit in CIA produced malware to control iPhones which is America’s most popular smart phone brand. Google 

Android was not spared either. 

 

2.3 Wireless Sensor Network 
Wireless Sensors have been adjudged favorable due to design features such as lower cost of installation, 

longer operating time, lower cost of production, and unmanned network operations [21]. This last attribute 

however, poses security threat, as an unmanned network operation implies absence of monitoring of infrastructure 

for information flow. [21]l finds this to be exploitable by attackers. [22] describes an attack surface as comprising 

protocols, and communication channels which they termed enablers as well as processes and data, which they 

termed targets (cited in [23]).  
From the review so far, identifying an attack surface seems to be the main task, as integration of various points of 

IoT architecture make it almost impossible to avoid being hacked. Categories of interested parties range from 

hackers to official government security personnel and to apps that create backdoors. WSN has brought about huge 

technological advancement in the IoT industry. Many researches have been carried out in a bid to provide lasting 

solution to security issues that counter it’s many advantages. [24] identifies security and privacy of WSN as most 

important and critical in wireless communication channel, hence the researcher reviewed published works that 

showed validation capabilities of their proposed methods. Some of the works reviewed by Lee are presented here 

as a guide to intending IoT deployers. 

2.4 Some proposed and validated WSN security in research 
 [25] proposed a model that generates pseudo randomly in computationally constrained environment 

using stream cryptographic algorithm. Area of implementation is Microprocessor environments such as WSN and 

IoT (cited in [24]). [26] presented a model for Secrecy Amplifier in Arduino and TinyOS platforms and showed 

how the protocols work, by simulating them in a real Network (cited in [24]). [27] chose visual aspect of WSN, 

called Wireless Visual Sensor Networks (WVSNs), which is an encryption method for images that are received 

and transmitted over wireless networks and IoTs (cited in [24]. The author also reviewed works of [28], who 

proposed and validated Rivest-Shamir-Adleman RSA algorithm. The method of [28] is based on cryptosystems, 

which is a collection of cryptographic algorithms used to encrypt sensitive data whose transmission medium is 

not adequately secured. Implementation of this proposal is in Microcontroller MSP430, the Microcontroller unit 

used in most IoTs. [29] presented a security framework that ensures authentication of sensor nodes and shows 

resistance against hardware or software configuration anomaly (cited in [24]). Security in cloud-based WSN and 

IoT solutions were captured by the scheme proposed by [30] whose proposal validation provides protection against 

online and offline key guessing attacks perpetrated by hackers. Their scheme proved efficient for document and 

keyword protection (cited in [24]). Another interesting work which was presented by [31] helps to detect and 

recover compromised areas using block-wise and pixel-wise detection mechanism. This scheme is also applicable 

to Wireless Visual Sensor networks (WVSNs). Many solutions suggest using purpose-built devices which are 

designed to carry out specific tasks, but without an operating system. This helps to eliminate vulnerabilities 

associated with OS. [2] researchers suggest securing WSN by providing Bank-grade security at every level 

(between sensors, end points, and gateways elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman ECDH256 encryption is proposed, 

between gateways and web servers, AES128 encryption and purpose-built gateways without OS is proposed, 
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finally, between web servers and internet browsers or mobile applications, Transport Layer Security is proposed. 

Figure 5 shows this proposal which has not yet been validated with real implementation.                        

[32], Editor -in-Chief with HD Televizja demonstrated hoe TVs can be scanned for viruses, close audio and video 

access points to stop eavesdropping and fake-off recordings. The demonstration was carried out on Samsung 

48JU6412 series JU6400 ULTRA HDTV in Samsung 2015 lineup.  

The editor notifies smart TV users of built-in antivirus that scans the memory, all connected devices and network. 

The user however, needs to have it activated. The procedure was given as: 

2.5 Technologies for mitigating Malware Attacks of Computers Networks, and 

Infrastructure 
Two technologies are available for analysis of computer systems for malware, vulnerability, or anomaly. 

The technologies are: Behavior-based analysis and Signature-based analysis. In behavior-based analysis, the 

action taken or intended action by an element’s attribute is used to determine if it is malicious.  Some of these 

actions are: rootkits installation, auto-start registration, sandbox search, listening to open ports without 

authorization. Signature-based detection has to do with discovering malware by experts using malware detection 

solutions, storing these identified malware in a malware repository [33], and using the repositories search engine 

to scan files packets, hash keys for matching attributes with known malware [34]. A third technology is the 

detection of anomalies by reading and calculating various correlations that enable analyzer compare a normal 

attribute such as read time of scripts. In [35], the authors carried out an experiment that uses chip programmer to 

record the time it takes for the chip programmer device to read the script installed inside a medium grade 

PIC16F887 MCU. Average of Ten read-times (obtained over a period of ten weeks) was correlated with normal 

read-time of the MCU obtained on first use of the device. This method follows the knowledge of hardware 

backdoor payloads sometimes being triggered when the device attains a set temperature threshold. Also, attackers 

on gaining unauthorized access to the device script stealthily add codes that perform malicious activities without 

altering the device original function such as LED light output. The correlation result is used to detect anomaly in 

the script. This agrees with [36] where authors suggests automation of a four-module framework that uses existing 

tools to accept user input, scan last collected and historical data using NMAP, and query National vulnerability 

database where a correlation analysis confirms vulnerability status of network data. It is necessary to state the 

difference between the terms vulnerability, anomaly, and malware presence in a computer system.  

Vulnerability is a status of being exposed to unauthorized access [37]. The accessing body could be a software 

(botnets), hardware (hardware backdoors) [38] of both software and hardware (firmware vulnerabilities), and 

could be knowingly installed for espionage, or as a result of design anomalies discovered by hackers.  With respect 

to IoT, anomalies are inconsistencies in IoT data, network, or device. It is a status where behavior analysis of 

these IoT domains does not corelate with a known normal behavior of the analyzed IoT domain. Malware on the 

other hand is made up of two words: malicious ware, where malicious signifies the intent of the attacker, and 

ware, the tool of attack. There are software (scripts) written in order to gain unauthorized access such as botnets 

(Mirai and its subsets) and hardware backdoors which are chips included in hardware IoT devices by third-party 

integrated circuit or other hardware (sensors, actuators) manufacturers for stealthily stealing information or 

causing harm to the computer of the victim.    

2.6 Malware Analysis Methods  
Many methods exists for malware analysis after the scanning, capturing, and data preparatory processes 

such as feature extraction. In this work however, we draw attention to studies that make use of Machine or Deep 

learning, and those that use statistical methods such as correlation.  

 

Machine and Deep Learning  

Machine Learning is a subset of Artificial intelligence that builds learning algorithms into a machine with acquired 

data and uses the algorithm to discover a trend in a system. When this action is replicated by machines, it is called 

Deep Learning. Deep Learning therefore is also a subset of AI, but has more layers than the ML. 

Applying these technologies to data analysis requires the following: 

-A dataset 

The dataset is a group of data that show attributes and features of an event or object being measured.  

-Machine Learning Algorithm 
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These are models the follow mathematical models that comb through a dataset in order to find a pattern. The data 

is split into two parts (Training and testing data) where the output of the training data becomes an input for testing 

the algorithm’s performance on the event.  

Machine Learning types are: Supervised learning, Unsupervised learning, and Reinforcement learning.  

Supervised Learning 

In Supervised ML, algorithm is trained with a dataset that is labeled. This implies that the variables X and Y, 

representing input and output variables, are present in the dataset. Algorithms in this category are: Regression, 

Classification, Naïve Bayesian, Random Forest, Neural Network, Support Vector Machine.  

Unsupervised Learning  

In Unsupervised learning, Artificial Intelligence algorithms are used to discover patterns in datasets. The datasets 

here are neither unlabeled, hence the algorithm combs through the dataset looking for patterns with which output 

and input variables can be deduced.  

Reinforcement Learning  

This is a machine learning technique where a model is trained to perceive, respond, and respond to its 

environment. Its response triggers of a reward or penalty policy set by the programmer. A correct 

decision by the model in a complex environment activates the designer’s reward policy while a wrong  

decision attracts penalty. 

 

III Methodology 

This work follows a hybrid methodology in carrying out the survey of vulnerability, anomaly and 

malware detection researches with a view to create situational awareness of the various penetration loophole, their 

presentations, as well as their manifestation systems. The methods employed for the review are: Preferred 

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analysis (PRISMA) statement, 2009’s updated version of 2020 

[39]. PRISMA, though initially developed for use in health science domain updated the literature review with 

changes that made it adaptable to other fields such as Information system. This update is majorly in the area of 

being a method for qualitative review to being for both qualitative and quantitative review. The second 

methodology is the Information Science  adapted work by[40]. The authors identified 3 types of literature reviews. 

The first, theoretical background gives foundational information on the context of research question so as to paint 

a clearer picture of the subject matter. The second type is usually presented in thesis, termed “Literature Review, 

helps the researcher to present contexts, theories, and empirical content in his thesis. According to the authors, the 

third review type is called standalone literature review, which is an article that reviews existing works or articles 

by following a systematic set of rules. The standalone review is the second review methodology used in this paper. 

This review will follow the checklist of PRISMA for Title and Abstract writing. Both methodologies agree on the 

following review items: 

-Research Aim or Question: Research goal or question(s) whose answers provide insight to the overall review. 

-Search strategy: An outline of repositories from where reviewed studies were obtained as well as search strings 

used in the digital libraries. 

-Study selection: section for reporting how reviewer carried out study as well as tools used. 

-Research Synthesis: A reviewer’s combination of various research works for the purpose achieving his research 

aim or answering his research question(s).  

3.1 Research Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to carry out an exploratory study of security implications of implementing 

IoTs in Smart everything, with the view to provide Situation awareness report to non-tech community who may 

blindly deploy these cozy tech trends without adequate consideration of the security implications on themselves, 

their families, enterprise they work for, or their nation at large. 
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3.2 Search Strategy 
Research repositories searched include ACM digital library, IEEE digital library, Research gate, and 

Google Scholar. The strings used in the search are [“IoT malware”] OR {“IoT vulnerability”] OR [“IoT 

backdoor”] OR [“IoT machine learning-based malware detection”] OR [“IoT deep learning-based malware 

detection”] OR [“IoT static analysis”] OR [“IoT dynamic analysis”] OR [“IoT hybrid analysis”] OR [“IoT 

vulnerability detection”]. ACM digital library search yielded 93 results when all search strings were entered while 

IEEE digital library search yielded 2400 results. Tools used include Sci Hub and openknowledgemap..  

 

3.3 Study Selection Criteria 
Selection criteria follows the research purpose which was captured by the search strings used. Articles 

that addressed IoT vulnerabilities, anomalies, malware, and general challenges, as well as detection and prevention 

methods for the aforementioned IoT challenges formed major selection criteria. The search string made the 

research vast, hence search results related to dynamic, hybrid, and static analysis were removed from the search 

so as to have manageable research. Focus was therefore on: 

-Vulnerabilities, anomalies, and malware attacks in IoT ecosystem: Studies that analyze and create situational 

report. 

-Mitigation Technologies such as Signature, Behavior or policy-based. 

-Solution oriented analysis such as Machine/Deep Learning-based or statistics-based (Correlation). 

A total of 78 papers were used in different sections of this paper with the most being from IEEE (17 articles) 

followed by ACM (14 articles). The low number of works from these source stem from the fact that most articles 

in the digital library require purchase and membership could only give access to few, hence highest priority was 

given to most relevant to present study. 46 other works made up of peer reviewed papers, Universities Laboratory 

Experiments, Google Scholar, blogs, YouTube videos. The diversity of the study sources gave deeper insight 

required to paint the overall picture of IoT security challenges. Tool for citation and reference management is 

Mendeley, Web importer and desktop MS-word plug-in.  

3.4 Data Extraction and Synthesis 

This section gives a breakdown of articles captured in the research. The IoT part (application, device, 

network or firmware) they focused on or the challenge addressed. Table1 below 

 

3.4.1 IoT Vulnerabilities  

Vulnerabilities are flaws in design, software or hardware, that allow malicious activities to be carried out 

in a system. They could be intentional or unintentional. The action taken by a hacker who discovers a vulnerability 

could result in demand for ransom (ransomware), malware attack, or information to design owner in exchange for 

an incentive (Crowdsource). The work by [41] observed  that many IoT device manufacturers no longer provide 

support or patches for discovered vulnerabilities as a result of high maintenance cost. The authors developed a 

cloud-based framework that controls network flow in an IoT ecosystem.  According to [41], manufacturers’ lack 

of support and failure to provide updates and patches for consumer products give room for vulnerabilities to be 

exploited. [42] and [43] find IoTs to provide vulnerabilities in infrastructure which lead to increased attack on 

Industry 4.0 IoT devices and leakage of sensitive information. While [42] attributes it to high demand for the IoT 

devices industrialist and carried out an analysis of security vulnerabilities in Industrial Internet of things, [43] 

considers traditional security measures such as operating system update, software patches, and antivirus as not 

being sufficient. They suggest a diversity of IoT devices such as found in IoT in network embedded systems, 

require security policies, specialized attack learning signature, and some enforcement mechanism to enable cross-

device dependencies instead of traditional honeypot security. [44] agrees that traditional security is not sufficient 

as it offers only perimeter defense while IoTs working inside the network core. The authors considered pairing of 

associated devices working in a user’s trust zone, and identifying the devices through their behavior. These 

behaviors are used to detect compromised IoT devices and remove them from a larger network. An investigative 

study by [45] reveal feasible ways through which IoT system can be in infected. They find the prevalence and 

universality of IoT devices as tools for gaining control of devices in an IoT ecosystem and demanding ransom 

from vulnerable device owners by carrying out denial of service (DOS/DDOS) activities. The authors therefore 

developed IoT vulnerabilities proof of concept which serve as guide to future manufacturers. [46] highlighted a 

side of vulnerabilities which result from misconfiguration of IoT devices. The authors perform an internet level 

IPv4 scan that revealed over 1.5million misconfigured IoT devices such as: unauthenticated protocol setting, weak 

password. Further deploying six honeypots for one month showed >200 000 attacks comprising of DOS, 
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multistage, and infected online hosts attacks. For [47] choosing a disassembler that detect, analyze, and defuse 

malware sound impracticable as existing disassemblers have varying configurations for expected task, they 

therefore proposed a combination of disassemblers which can be useful in troubleshooting IoT systems. The work 

of [48] agrees with [45] with respect to responsible reporting, but extend the process to include engaging multiple 

hackers and individual to find vulnerabilities in software products in exchange for an incentive, a program known 

as bug bounty. In bug bounty manufacturers recognize and pay monetary compensation to individual without 

being compelled as in ransomware. Dominik et al [49] blame manufacturers for too many vulnerabilities in the 

devices attributing this to their focus on producing low-cost products performing one function or another while 

neglecting their security concerns. These products interact with critical devices in a network and become the 

gateway into the network. The authors developed an intercepting function with which they replace execve address 

(file pointed to by the system call function execve() ) in the system call table. They also compute SHA256-digest 

from the program’s binary, then use intercepting function and computed SHA256 to match a whitelist repository 

of permitted programs.  [50] however, noted that IoT technologies such as sensing and machine -to-machine 

communication are not new. While the former has been used in floor manufacturing, the later is evident in the 

internet, which existed long before the advent of IoT technology. The authors analysed behaviour of IoT protocols 

such as Wi-Fi and Blue Tooth, used n-gram to characterize normal behaviour and employed machine learning 

classifiers to develop models that detect abnormal behaviour. For [36] and [51], early detection of vulnerabilities 

with the help of network scanners should be a policy in IoT management. The two works implemented a 

modulated framework that detects malware before a full attack occurs. While [36] presents Internet Protocol 

network scanning using multiple tools such as ShoVAT (Shodan-based Vulnerability Assessment Tool) security 

scanning tool [52] and Shodan search engine [53], and correlate their result to ascertain their vulnerability status, 

[51] implements a similar early detection that uses machine learning for classification, repository of traffic 

features, a module for policy setting and a last module for sub-sampling on a large network such as enterprise 

networks and ISPs. In [54], studies that focus on attack of public network endpoints are analyzed. The authors 

achieved this by analyzing endpoints acting as dropzones and their targets to gain insight into the ecosystem 

dynamics, then reverse-engineered thousands of IoT malware samples, extracted behaviour-based strings to obtain 

IP addresses. Shodan, a search engine for internet connected devices [53] and Censys attack surface management 

tools [55] are used to obtain information about endpoint for masked IP addresses.  Implementing SmartCrowd 

[56], just like the CrowdSource system implemented by [48] and [26] is another means of alerting manufacturers 

on discovered vulnerabilities in the products without negative impact on the consumers, or making the 

manufacturers incur higher overhead costs through ransom payments. The authors in [56] implemented an 

decentralized automated system that allows third-party SmartCrowds analyze vulnerability in IoT systems using 

blockchain technology and get incentive in return. Their implementation was validated by the analysis of two IoT 

apps (Samsung connect and Samsung Smart Home by six third-party SmartCrowds (VirusTotal, Quixxi, 

Andrototal, Jag.alibaba, Ostorlab,and  htbridge). The result showed third-party security vendors discover varying 

number of high, medium, and low vulnerabilities on each IoT application. This agrees with the work of [57] on 

the numerous vulnerabilities that are contained within the IoT ecosystem following its existence in an unprotected 

environment consisting of sensors, robots, applications, servers, communication devices etcetera. To check 

interaction vulnerabilities, [57] developed a programmable counter-attack application that detects DDOS attacks 

by generating counter values of network parameters. Also, device security attacks, sensor failures as well as 

communication noise form what is construed as anomaly [58], and to detect these anomalies, the authors in [58] 

developed a framework that integrates IoT event detection with anomaly detection instead of running them 

independently. The framework EDS (event Detection System) is concerned with the identification of events that 

are of interest, such as flood, intruder who gains unauthorized access, and ADS (Anomaly Detection System) 

concerned with identification of activities that may deter the successful completion of a system’s function. Their 

framework implemented three components for each of EDS and ADS: Rule-based component, Machine Learning 

component, and a decision-making component. Testing the framework using real life applications and NSL-KDD 

dataset show high performance, efficient and real-time processing of the proposed framework. Other application 

domain detection mechanism is in the area of writing script that search for open ports that are vulnerable to DDOS 

or DOS attacks and also check IoT device data encryption [59]. Imane et al in [60] x-rayed different security 

threats on IoT by categorizing the threats as: data & network/privacy/system & IoT on the one hand, and 

application’s domain like smart home & smart city. 

 

3.4.2 Vulnerability/Anomaly /Malware Solutions that implement Artificial Intelligence or its 

subsets (ML/DL) 

For [61], fingerprinting compromised IoT devices and divulging discovered cyber threat intelligence on 

unsafe IoT devices goes a long way to guiding consumers IoT devices choice as well as making manufacturers, 

application developer and service providers work harder towards IoT security provisioning. To validate the 

proposed method, the authors developed a data-driven technique that collects network traffic, analyses of internet 

through scanning (ZMap), banner grabbing (ZGrab), and characteristics labelling. The over 3 terabyte of network 
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traffic captured is trained using 3 machine learning classifiers (support vector machine, Random Forest, and 

Gaussian Naïve Bayes) and utilized in compromised devices fingerprinting. Similar shallow machine learning 

classification methods (k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Gaussian Naïve Bayes, and Random Forest algorithms were 

adopted by [51] in learning application layer protocol ingress/egress traffic captured at the wireless access 

gateway. The study by [62] underscored a new attack pattern, “the insider attack”, that exploits IPV6 routing 

protocol vulnerabilities. The authors demonstrated detection of this attack termed “loophole” by using classifiers 

to distinguish attack and normal network data, then working on nine-features extracted from the data. Machine 

learning (XGBoost, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine) and deep learning (Neural networks and Long 

Short Term Memory) for classifying attack and network data and comparison of detection accuracy performance. 

In [61], [51] and[62] the authors validate their classification algorithm by calculating variables that make-up 

machine learning validation metrics such as precision, recall, F-score (F-measure), and Area Under Receiver 

Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC). Precision is the ratio of correctly classified IoT devices over all IoT 

devices in the system and it is used to calculate classifier’s ability to make correct classifications. Recall is the 

ratio of correctly classified IoT devices over total IoT device that are present in the test dataset and demonstrates 

a classifier’s ability to identify maximum number of correct labels. F-measure if the combination of weighted 

averages of precision and recall. AUC-ROC is used for performance measurement. Other studies that implemented 

Artificial intelligence or any of its subsets (ML and DL) in vulnerability, anomaly, or malware detection at host, 

network, application, or device level include: 

Reinforcement learning,  [58], [63]    

 Neural network [64] , [65], [62], [66], [67]   

Classification:  [51], [68], [69], [70], [66]            

Clustering unsupervised machine learning: [71], [72], [68]  

Recursive Feature Elimination: [69] 

 

3.4.3 Related Works 

In this section, we present some related works. The criteria for the selection of these works are: 

Title string such as [“IoT” + “vulnerability” OR “Malware” OR “Anomaly” + “detection” + “Survey” OR 

“Review” OR “Analysis”]. To this end, the following works were identified related to this paper. The authors in 

[73] carried out a survey of researches where deep learning algorithms were deployed in solving IoT security 

challenges through monitoring behavior of features that constitute element(s) of interest in the domain being 

investigated. Similarly, [74] reviewed IoT attack models and solutions that were deployed using machine learning 

technique. IoT-based Smart Grid communications are not left out in the massive attack of computer systems and 

associated technologies. In [75], the authors carried out a survey of studies in the area of security threats that target 

energy big data. They created situational awareness of this emerging security attack and also highlight challenges 

of carrying out research in management of energy big data. A survey of IoT vulnerabilities reviewed by different 

researchers target various IoT contents such as protocols, technologies, applications domain, context awareness, 

legal frameworks, attacks, security protocols, intrusion detection, and access points was carried out by [76]. The 

authors highlighted various IoT vulnerabilities studies, with studies grouped by investigation domain, and year of 

study.  A similar vulnerability study surveyed for works that aim to detect firmware vulnerabilities was carried 

out by [77]. Firmware detection researches captured in the survey include static analysis, symbiotic execution, 

fuzzing on emulators, and comprehensive testing.  

 

3.5 Synthesis Result 

  Table 1 below is used to summarize various studies in IoT security challenges as reflected in investigation 

domain (network traffic, device, firmware, application, or protocols), type (vulnerability, anomaly, or malware), 

as well as researcher’s action (inform, detect, prevent or removal). While vulnerability and anomaly are connected 

with the keyword “threat”, malware or botnets are linked with the keyword “attack”.  
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Table 1: Some IoT security challenges captured in research to detect. Prevent, or Create Awareness  

Year Study Investigation Mit. Tech. Tool Action Domain Implementation 

2019 [36] Vulnerability Signature application Detecti

on 

Network Modulated network 

scanning & database 

querying 

2017 [41] Vulnerability 

exploitation 

Signature Cloud service with 

vulnerability 

mitigation policies, 

security appliance, 

synchronization and 

communication 

mechanism 

Prevent

ion 

Network Cloud-based 

framework to control 

network flow by 

activating 

vulnerability 

mitigation policy that 

blocks Source  IPs of 

verified malware 

servers. 

2020 [42] Studies in 

IIOT 

vulnerabilities 

Signature/ 

Behavior 

Used Mirai malware 

script in a server, 

default username & 

Password 

Analysi

s 

Industrial 

Internet 

of Things 

Analysis of security 

vulnerabilities in IIOT 

to create situational 

awareness, test 

analysis knowledge to 

access to IIOT system 

using Mirai botnet. 

2015 [43] IoT network 

security 

Signature Policies, Learning 

mechanism for 

normal & attack 

profiles, enforcement 

rule set 

Prevent

ion 

Network Suggest attack 

learning signature to 

effect cross-device 

dependencies. 

2018 [44] Compromised 

Devices IoT in  

Behavior-

based 

Context-based 

pairing, 

ML algorithm 

Detecti

on/Prev

ention/ 

Remov

al 

IoT 

Network 

core 

Pairing associated 

devices working in 

user’s trust zone, 

identifying 

compromised devices, 

removing them from 

larger networks 

2020 [45] Vulnerabilitie

s in devices 

Signature/ 

Behavior 

Proof of Concept Prevent

ion 

IoT 

Devices 

Investigate feasible 

ways for infecting IoT 

devices. & Dev. 

vulnerabilities Proof 

of concept to warn 

manufacturers 

2021 [46] Vulnerabilitie

s from Device 

misconfigurati

ons 

Signature/

Behavior 

Six honey- pots Prevent

ion 

IoT 

Devices 

Scanning of internet 

network(IPV4) to 

reveal attacks from 

device 

misconfiguration 

2021 [47] Malware - Multiple 

disassemblers 

Detecti

on/Anal

yze/Def

use 

IoT 

Ecosyste

ms 

Combining 

Disassemblers for IoT 

system 

troubleshooting 
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Year Study Investigation Mit. Tech. Tool Action Domain Implementation 

2019 [48] vulnerabilities Signature/

Behavior 

Responsible 

reporting 

Prevention IoT 

Ecosystem 

Engage hackers to discover 

vulnerabilities in exchange 

for incentives 

2019 [49] Anomaly-

based malware 

attack 

Signature/

Behavior 

Intercept 

function, 

binary 

computation 

&signature 

repository 

Prevention Application  Locates system call table & 

replaces execve’s address 

with intercepting function, 

computes SHA256-digest 

and uses it with 

intercepting function to 

match whitelist repository 

of malware 

2020 [50] Anomaly 

analysis 

Behavior Network 

traffic 

capturer, 

Fingerprintin

g data 

structure, 

ML 

Detection IoT 

Protocols 

Capture Wi-Fi  & 

Bluetooth traffic, map Wi-

Fi traffic into observation 

flow and n-gram into 

representation for analysis, 

build model with which 

normal traffic behavior is 

characterized. 

2019 [51] Malware Signature ML 

classifier& 

constructor, 

feature 

vector 

database, 

and  Policy 

module 

Detection Network 

traffic 

Develop a four-module 

detection system that 

capture & classify network 

traffic, construct a training 

model from feature vectors 

stored in packet traffic 

database, then test new 

traffic for malware. Policy 

is also set as guide for 

classifying newly detected 

malware. 

2019 [54] Malware Signature/ 

Behavior 

Decompiler 

for reverse 

engineering, 

Shodan 

internet 

search 

engine for 

connected 

devices, 

Censys 

attack 

management 

tool. 

Detection/ 

Prevention 

IoT devices, 

IoT networks 

Analyzed IoT endpoints 

which act as dropzones as 

well as their targets, 

reverse-engineer malware 

samples to extract 

behavior-based strings to 

obtain  IP addresses, used 

internet connected devices 

search engine and attack 

surface management tool to 

obtain the IP addresses 

information 

2019 [56] Vulnerability/ 

Anomaly/ 

Malware 

Signature/

Behavior 

Free style Detection/i

nform 

IoT 

ecosystem 

A platform that uses block-

chain technology to 

manage third-party security 

detection for worthy  

incentives 

2020 [57] Vulnerability     

 

 

    Not 

available 

 Counter 

values of  

different 

network 

parameters                                                                                                                                                                                      

Detection Network Software Defined 

framework, an application 

based on counter values of 

different network 

parameters for DDOS 

attack detection 
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Year Study Investigation Mit. Tech. Tool Action Domain Implementation 

2021 [58] Anomaly 

detection 

Rule-base 

event 

detection, 

ADS/EDS/

ML 

Prevention/ 

detection 

IoT 

ecosystem 

Integrate event detection 

and anomaly detection 

into IoT systems for 

speed and reliability 

2021 [59] Vulnerability 

Prevention 

Not available Malware 

detection 

script 

Rasberry Pi 

Camera 

Rasbian OS 

PyCham 

IDE 

Python 

Application/ 

Network 

The authors wrote an 

attack script which they 

used to identify  

 

 

 

vulnerabilities which 

lead to brute-force  attack 

and scan for open ports, 

detect if machine is 

vulnerable to DOS or 

DDOS 

 

 

 

IV Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and Contribution 

A critical study of semi-conductors’ design and fabrications origin, revealed great investments and 

provision of low- cost functional semi-conductor products such as sensors, actuators, MCUs, network and 

communications devices. This poses security challenges since high demand of these products has resulted in 

manufacturers focusing on producing functional devices while security is given little no attention. active version 

and qualified labor by China, ex-rayed vulnerabilities, anomalies, and malware attacks of IoT ecosystem. The 

ecosystem is made up of communicating IoT devices, the connecting internet network, various protocols, 

application platform them enable them to communicate. The following are popular actions taken to mitigate 

various attacks, anomalies, or vulnerabilities in the IoT ecosystem: 

1. Vulderability, anomaly, and malwares have greatly increased because of the prevalence of the system 

following its many benefits.  

2. The conglomeration of systems from different manufacturers whose products are aimed at providing 

functional and uniform services to consumers from differs societal strata (from a poor user of fire safety 

system, health monitoring wearable, to the rich person who uses a smartly monitored a pacemaker.  

3. The summarized solutions range from vulnerability detection in network application, device or entire 

ecosystem, by standard methods such as network scanning, traffic capturing, or vulnerability open port 

search, feature extraction, characterization of feature, classification, model building and testing cleaning 

preprocessing and model building and training and utilizing captured or imported datasets. This study 

therefore gives an overall insight into the risks associated with the deployment of IoT ecosystem where 

is to provide a guide to people planning on deploying smart systems that require transmission of sensitive 

or classified information. 

4. Having a trust zone where related (save devices) can be paired  

5. Following any of Signature or Behavior mitigation technologies 

6. Following Machine learning or Statistics analysis methods 

7. Availability of Malware repositories such as VirusTotal, Quixxi, Andrototal, Jag.Alibaba, Ostorlab, 

Htbridge, & Shodan 

8.  Availability of datasets which may be used independently as historical dataset to gain insight or together 

with freshly captured data. Some of the datasets used in the various studies reviewed are:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Machine learning is the most used detection/prevention method as it allows feature selection, classification, data 

cleaning as well as model building for malware and normal and attack data. Despite good performance of 

classifiers (Supervised learning) and clustering algorithms, Reinforcement learning applications prove highly 

effective in vulnerability discovery as that use algorithms that enable them comb through the available system and 

discover an anomaly.   
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In conclusion, the researcher wishes to reiterate that this work is intended to offer Situational awareness to Cyber 

threat novices who happen to love technology, and have or intends to establish a smart network. Tech-philia has 

left many going from one tech system to another without working out the security implications for themselves, 

the enterprise they represent, or the country at large. Also, the work of [78] directs Cyber Security scholars on the 

required Certification for securing the emerging and thriving field of IoTs and Cloud networks, as well as related 

fields of Network, hardware and software security. With CISCO’s prediction of over 50 billion IoT connections, 

it is evident that the E-third Eye paradigm will rise exponentially as connections increase. 

Recommendation 

The researcher recommends that: 

1. multiple machine learning types may be applied to a particular detection problem so as to obtain more 

accurate results. Example is the use of a reinforcement learning method after classification. 

2. ethical hacking, SmartCrowd, and CrowdSource responsible reporting for reward should be adopted by 

device manufacturers all IoT related Service providers. 

3. proof of concept notes generated after careful detection experiments should be made available as guide 

to manufacturers and network service providers 

4. for every Internet of things deployment plan, appropriate security plan must be adopted, and encryption 

at various levels implemented. 

5. companies offering smart solutions should have Cyber security certificated staff that will enlighten 

consumers on security best practices. 

6.  cyber security should be built into schools’ curriculum. 

7. smart TV users should scan their TVs with better antivirus, scan each of the devices connected to a 

network. 

 

Contribution To Body of Research 

This work contributes to the body of research by explicitly highlighting procedures for carrying out 

standalone reviews. These steps are implemented by some review papers without giving a background knowledge 

to readers for its implementation. In this paper however, attempt is made to help researcher understand the 

expectations of scientific reviews which involve both quantitative and qualitative analysis, the need to outline 

search criteria, sources and number of papers utilized from each source also serve as guide for systematic reviews. 

Secondly, it provides a platform for enterprises and individuals to easily view security measures that have been 

validated by research, by providing a table (Table 1) which presents a total of 17 articles containing various 

detection, prevention or removal approach to IoT security, with most implementing a hybrid of security 

techniques. This can also be a guide to career development or provide insight for a deep dive of any of the 

techniques. 
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